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PROGRAM
Quartet in E-flat Major, Op. 64, No. 6 . . . . . . Franz Josef Haydn (1732–1809)
Allegro
Andante
Menuet. Allegretto
Finale. Presto
Quartet No. 1 (Métamorphoses nocturnes) . . . . . . . György Ligeti (1923– )
Allegro grazioso
Vivace, capriccioso
Adagio, mesto
Presto
Andante tranquillo
Tempo di Valse, moderato, con eleganza, un poco capriccioso
Allegretto, un poco gioviale
Prestissimo
INTERMISSION
Quartet No. 15 in A minor, Op. 132 . . . . Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827)
Assai sostenuto; Allegro
Allegro ma non tanto
Molto adagio; Andante
Alla marcia, assai vivace
Allegro appassionato
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FRANZ JOSEF HAYDN, QUARTET IN E-FLAT MAJOR, OP. 64, NO. 6. The string quartet was
largely the creation of Franz Josef Haydn, who composed more than eighty works in the form.
His early quartets, some of which resemble the divertimento, others the early symphony, show
him experimenting with instrumentation, musical content, and the number and order of
movements. Once he established the four-movement sequence of sonata movement, slow
movement, minuet and finale, however, he stayed with it. His mature quartets show a remarkable
variety of mood, invention, and range of emotion. No two are alike. Most of them were
published in groups of three or six under a common opus number, and there is often a certain
kinship among the group. The Opus 64 quartets, for instance, show a particular depth in the slow
movements. The andante of the E-major is especially lovely, but in mood and texture is unlike
any of the other five works in its group. It is built on a series of arpeggios that pass from one
instrument to another, wreathing around the central melody and creating a remarkable mood of
tranquility. The middle section of the movement comes almost as a shock. It is highly dramatic,
reminding one perhaps of an opera aria. Once its passion is spent, tranquility returns. Such
surprises are common in Haydn. The last movement is a merry romp, constantly shifting, with
sudden stops and changes of direction. Of all composers, Haydn was the most adept at musical
humor, and there are comic moments in this technically brilliant movement that make us smile
despite ourselves. The first two movements of the quartet are equally inventive—indeed, the
whole work is a monument to Haydn’s inexhaustible creativity.
GYÖRGY LIGETI, QUARTET NO. 1 (MÉTAMORPHOSES NOCTURNES). Ligeti was born in
Hungary in 1923. He did not write his first quartet until the age of 30, by which time Hungary
was in the iron grip of a communist dictatorship. The official art, socialist realism, was designed
to promote political propaganda, and individual musical expression was either discouraged or
banned outright. Ligeti thus wrote his quartet in private, with no prospect whatsoever of hearing
it performed. The work is highly unconventional in form and, with respect to its melodic,
harmonic and rhythmic writing, clearly “modern.” However, its musical procedures—imitation
of parts, spinning out of motivic material, and fragmentation and development of musical
phrases—are traditional. Ligeti said that he regarded “modernity and tradition, not as opposites
but, rather, as a kind of double protection from the humiliation of artistic dictatorship.” The
subtitle, Métamorphoses nocturnes, conjures up the idea of continual transformation under cover
of night and dreams, and indeed the separately labeled eight movements are never completely
distinct, each merging into its successor and at times interpenetrating with it. As the opening
allegro wells up out of darkness, we hear fitful figures in the first violin. After a playful section
we reach an intense adagio, which rises to an almost anguished climax before resolving into a
lively presto. The “tranquil” andante is followed in turn by an evanescent waltz, a joking
allegretto, and a wildly energetic prestissimo section, which eventually subsides into the quietude
of nocturnal dreams. The writing makes use of a wide variety of musical effects and is highly
demanding in its virtuosity.

INTERMISSION

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN, QUARTET NO.15 IN A MINOR, OP. 132. In the two years before his
death at 56, Beethoven was often ill and beset with family difficulties. He had been totally deaf
for more than twenty years. His great symphonies and sonatas behind him, he devoted what time
was left to him to writing five string quartets. The first of them, Opus 127, and the last, Opus
135, contain many unorthodox elements but still observe the four-movement convention. The
middle three, Opera 132, 130 and 131 (to list them in the order in which they were written) are
his most radical compositions. In them, he virtually abandoned the traditional four-movement
form. Opus 132 has five movements, Opus 130 six, Opus 131 seven, and the last movement of
Opus 130 as originally written, a vast, complex fugue, was longer than the first three movements
combined. Beethoven was eventually persuaded to write a new last movement—his final
composition—and to publish the fugue separately as Opus 133. It is not surprising that for many
years following the composer’s death these works were either met with incomprehension or
dismissed as perversely eccentric. Ironically, because of their technical complexity and spiritual
intensity, they are today considered the summit of Beethoven’s creativity. Listeners have been
challenged to put their meaning into words. Shakespeare’s line about “the prophetic soul of the
wide world to come” has been invoked, and a character in one of Aldous Huxley’s novels claims
that the slow movement of the Opus 132 is proof of the existence of God.
The music certainly demands of its audience, as of its performers, intense concentration
and a willingness to embrace the otherworldly. The first movement opens with a slow
introduction of nine measures which will not reappear, but which nevertheless permeates the rest
of the movement: a vigorous exposition and development, marked allegro, followed by a coda of
unprecedented length. The second movement is simpler. It is in three parts, the middle section of
which employs a mysterious high-lying passage in the violin over a drone bass.
The central movement of the quartet, which bears the epigraph Heiliger Danksgesang
eines Genesenen an die Gottheit (“Holy song of thanksgiving to God from one healed in
sickness”), is surely the strangest piece of music Beethoven ever wrote. It is the only expressly
autobiographical passage in all the quartets, and at the same time the most remote from ordinary
experience. Much of its strangeness derives from Beethoven’s use of the Lydian mode, a scale
rarely used since the Renaissance. (Although it lacks the flatted B, it otherwise resembles our F
major scale. However, it sounds altogether different. What impelled Beethoven to use it is
another of the movement’s mysteries.) The structure of the movement is a set of variations on
two strikingly different themes: a hymn-like opening section and a striding, energetic section
marked “feeling new strength,” apparently a reference to Beethoven’s recovery from the
aforementioned illness. Both return in variation. The movement closes with a section marked
molto adagio and headed “with deep inner feeling.”
The succeeding movement is an ironic little march which seems startlingly at odds with
the ethereal close of the Heiliger Dankgesang. The final movement is preceded by a passage of
recitative played by the violin against a background of tremolo. The movement itself is an
extended sonata form, by turns somber and passionate. There is again a long coda, which brings
to a splendid climax this most intimate and withdrawn of Beethoven’s works.

THE BORROMEO STRING QUARTET
The Borromeo String quartet is widely regarded as one of the finest chamber groups in America.
It was founded in 1989 by four young musicians from Philadelphia’s Curtis Institute and has
since performed widely in both Europe and America, most notably at the Concertgebouw on
Amsterdam, Dvořák Hall in Prague, Opera Bastille In Paris, Wigmore Hall in London, Alice
Tully Hall at Lincoln Center, and the National Gallery in Washington. It was won numerous
awards, including the prestigious Cleveland Quartet Award and Lincoln Center’s Martin E. Segal
Award, annually given to rising musical artists. In 2001, its recording of the music of Ravel won
the Chamber Music America/WQXR Award for Recording Excellence.


Next concert: The Garth Newel Chamber Players. November 12, 2003. Jackson Memorial
Hall, VMI. 8:00 p.m.
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